Objective: To compare the intraoperative outcomes of superficial musculoaponeurotic system plication, imbrication, and deep-plane rhytidectomy techniques.

Methods: Thirty-two patients undergoing primary deep-plane rhytidectomy participated. Each hemiface in all patients was submitted sequentially to 3 progressively more extensive lifts, while other variables were standardized. Four major outcome measures were studied, including the extent of skin redundancy and the repositioning of soft tissues along the malar, mandibular, and cervical vectors of lift. The amount of skin excess was measured without tension from the free edge to a point over the intertragal incisure, along a plane overlying the jawline. Using a soft tissue caliper, repositioning was examined by measurement of preintervention and immediate postintervention distances from dependent points to fixed anthropometric reference points.

Results: The mean skin excesses were 10.4, 12.8, and 19.4 mm for the plication, imbrication, and deep-plane lifts, respectively. The greatest absolute soft tissue repositioning was noted along the jawline, with the least in the midface. Analysis revealed significant differences from baseline and between lift types for each of the studied techniques in each of the variables tested.

Conclusion: These data support the use of the deep-plane rhytidectomy technique to achieve a superior intraoperative lift relative to comparator techniques.
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Several face-lift techniques have been developed to address a widely perceived shortcoming of traditional face-lift approaches, namely, persistent midfacial ptosis. Some surgeons support a vertically oriented lift such as that achieved with an infraorbital approach, including subperiosteal and subfascial dissections.1 Others have promoted a temporal midface-lift via a subperiosteal approach.2 Another technique that is purported to offer superior midface and jawline correction is the deep-plane face-lift. Since the introduction of the deep-plane face-lift in 1990 by Hamra,3 much debate has ensued over the benefits of this technique. Many support this approach only anecdotally, noting a more natural refinement of the malar and jowl complexes. Critics portray this as a Pyrrhic victory, gained at too great a cost in the form of prolonged convalescence and potential nerve injury. Still others question altogether the claims of midface improvement.

Questions about the benefits of face-lift approaches are not new, yet there has been a scarcity of objective evidence to corroborate or refute these judgments. This may relate to the inadequacies inherent in judging face-lift results. Short of unwieldy 3-dimensional imaging systems, no practice-friendly device or method exists for reproducibly measuring real changes in soft tissue volume, although promising personal computer–based applications are on the horizon.4 Photogrammetric measures of the face are notoriously inaccurate.5 While commendable, previous comparisons of face-lift results have largely relied on subjective evaluation or on photographic criteria.6-9 In these studies, patients and experienced surgeons were unable to resolve significant differences in short-term outcomes between groups of patients undergoing more traditional vs more extensive face-lifts. In a split-treatment study10 comparing one hemiface with the other, neither the investigators nor the patients noted a perceptible advantage associated with the more extensive dissection. One might infer from such findings that the extended sub–superficial musculoaponeurotic sys-
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tem (sub-SMAS) plication or deep-plane face-lift accomplishes nothing more than to increase operating time, complication risk, and surgeon apprehension.

This stands in stark contrast to the experiential account of those who routinely use the deep-plane face-lift approach, which is translatable into measurable advantages for the patient and the practice. Kamer and Frankel noted a 3-fold reduction in tuck-up procedures on switching to the deep-plane approach. Our experience anecdotally substantiates this. However, the question remains as to what the deep-plane face-lift achieves, and how the change (if any) can be computed.

We sought to submit prevailing face-lift techniques to objective intraoperative testing using well-accepted anthropometric measurement tools. To eliminate confounding variables, we standardized the face-lift approaches so that the degree of SMAS manipulation remained the only dependent variable. Our discussion of the results draws some conclusions regarding the merits of the techniques used.

METHODS

All patients electing to undergo a deep-plane face-lift from December 1, 2004, to June 30, 2005, were eligible for inclusion in the study. One patient was excluded because of prior facial trauma and scarring. A consecutive sample of 32 patients participated, with a mean age of 55 years (age range, 41-65 years). There were 30 women and 2 men. Four of the procedures were secondary face-lifts, while the remaining 28 patients underwent primary face-lifts. The prior lifts were all SMAS manipulations. One patient underwent a revision of a previous procedure performed by us. Concurrent procedures included 16 forehead lifts, 10 upper and 13 lower blepharoplasties, 3 rhinoplasties, and 4 perioral laser resurfacing procedures. All other lift procedures were performed before the rhytidectomy procedure.

The patients were submitted sequentially to 3 progressively more extensive lifts on each hemiface, while all other lift variables were held constant (Figure 1). The procedures included SMAS plication, imbrication, and deep-plane face-lifts. Four major lift variables were studied. In the first group of 15 patients, the absolute amount of total lift was recorded on each side. This was ascertained by calculation of the skin excess without tension along the vector of pull overlying the mandibular line as measured from the cut skin edge to the intertragal incisure to the root of the helix in the lower face, and from the apex of the malar eminence to the temporal fascia at the hairline in the midface area. A maximal amount of suture tightening was carried out at each interval to obtain the greatest possible degree of lift in each procedure.

In the first procedure, a simple plication was carried out without excision of intervening SMAS fascia. This lift corresponds to what is now commonly referred to as the short flap face-lift. In the second procedure, a J-shaped portion of SMAS approximately 3 cm in width was excised extending from below the earlobe to the zygomatic arch, followed by imbrication of the SMAS fascia. This standard SMAS face-lift is the most commonly performed face-lift technique. In the third procedure, a modified deep-plane dissection was performed beginning at the existing anterior cut edge of the SMAS. A sub-SMAS flap was developed and carried out over the malar surface as described by Hamra. The dissection of the neck was completed in a subplatysmal plane, a modification of the published technique. This allowed for creation of a single robust fasciocutaneous flap spanning from the zygoma to the neck. Medial margins of dissection were about 2 cm lateral to the melolabial fold and anterior to the jowl complex in the face and 3 cm inferior to the mandibular margin in the neck. An imbrication of the SMAS flap identical to the preceding lifts was then executed, and measurements were obtained. We routinely perform a midline platysmaplasty with plication of the anterior platysmal borders at the conclusion of the procedure so as not to impede the superolateral lift.

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS software (version 8, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Data were analyzed using repeated-measures analysis of covariance. Additional post hoc pairwise t tests were used to discern significant differences within groups. Interaction effects between tested variables were also ascertained.

RESULTS

The mean skin excesses were 10.4, 12.8, and 19.4 mm for the SMAS plication, imbrication, and deep-plane techniques, respectively (Figure 4). The mean extents of soft tissue repositioning in the neck were 7.1, 9.9, and 13.6 mm from baseline for each of the 3 lifts, respectively, and similar values obtained in the lower face were 7.9, 10.9, and 15.3 mm. Malar soft tissues achieved the least amount of soft tissue repositioning, where measures of 1.1, 2.0, and 4.0 mm were noted for each of the 3 techniques, respectively (Figure 5).

Analysis revealed significant differences from baseline and between lift types for each of the studied techniques in each of the variables tested (P < .001). Repeated-measures analysis of covariance was used to test whether the 3 slopes describing the relationship between the lift type (SMAS plication, imbrication, and deep plane) and the degree of repositioning were the same for all 3 areas tested (midface, jawline, and neck). This interaction was significant (F1,132 = 4.8, P = .001), indicating that the degree of repositioning was significantly greater across lift types in at least 1 area tested. Pairwise t tests were used to compare pairs of slopes to determine which slopes differed from the others. The results revealed that the slope for midface re-
positioning was significantly different from the slopes for jawline repositioning \((t=-4.04, P<.001)\) and neck repositioning \((t=-3.2, P=.002)\), but the slopes for jawline and neck repositioning were not statistically different \((t=0.82, P=.41)\). In other words, while the degree of midface improvement increased significantly among lift types, its overall lesser degree of improvement compared with the jawline and neck areas was statistically confirmed.

Extensive lifts in the neck or lower face almost invariably achieved good repositioning of the midfacial soft tissues. Some patients with more elastic tissues obtained lifts of as much as 8 mm in the midface and 31 mm in the lower face and neck, while at the opposite end of the spectrum a few patients with exceedingly inelastic tissues achieved lifts of as little as 1 mm in the midface and 6 mm in the lower face. One such patient was undergoing a revision procedure. These outlying extremes were rare, however, with most patients falling within a narrow range of values. As might be expected, the improvements among men and among patients undergoing revisions were somewhat less than average. Some patients undergoing revision procedures who obtained suboptimal corrections in the lower face and neck still achieved average improvement of midfacial ptosis. There was no patient for whom a more extensive lift did not achieve a greater improvement.

**COMMENT**

This study exposed robust distinctions between the SMAS plication, imbrication, and deep-plane face-lift techniques for the degree of lift attained within each subarea.
of the aging lower face. Almost double the lift was achieved using the deep-plane technique compared with the short flap lift. Although minimally invasive techniques occupy center stage in the public eye, our data present compelling evidence to promote a more aggressive tack. Our study is not without limitations, however. The arbitrary method of testing used was perhaps a necessary evil, as no accepted standard exists for the objective measurement of face-lift procedures in the aging face. The points or vectors chosen may have overexposed or underexposed real or imaginary differences in the intraoperative outcomes. However, further fortification of our 3 arguably paltry sutures might have likely disclosed an even more vigorous disparity. More expansive flap suspension might accentuate the results demonstrable with the more widely undermined deep-plane flap.

What can be made of the sticky question of purported midface enhancements using the deep-plane technique? Surgeons who oppose extensive face-lifts will point to the more conservative midfacial soft tissue repositioning as evidence of a lack of clinical utility, despite the statistical significance of our results herein. These measures should not be disparaged. The human eye is capable of almost submillimetric discrimination between features. Surgeons exploit this attribute to achieve natural enhancements via subtle changes.

The chief limitation of this study lies in the inability to reproduce such measures to establish the long-term stability of the lifts achieved. Even the originator of the technique has questioned the long-term benefits of the deep-plane face-lift for midface enhancements. Our data serve to elucidate these conclusions, notwithstanding the intrinsic weaknesses of past inferences derived from photogrammetric evaluations. In absolute terms, the slightest improvements were achieved in the midface. Erosion of the face-lift improvements by parallel aging of all
across the 3 lift types in the jawline, neck, and midface.

The ultimate driver of our specialty, more than any other, is patient satisfaction. Rhytidectomy of any kind has long been associated with a high level of patient approval ratings, which necessitates population surveys of such a large scale so as to render them nearly impossible. Many surgeons are understandably discouraged from initiating questionably more perilous techniques such as the deep-plane face-lift to improve on what is already considered a reliable operation. The recent resurgence of minimally invasive techniques is a testament to our need to answer to other patient demands such as negligible risk and minimal downtime. On the other hand, a technique’s capacity to provide an unquestionably greater improvement of questionably enduring longevity can weigh heavily in a patient’s decision-making process. As with any study, deductions drawn from our data fall within the realm of interpretative experience. Some will conclude that results of more extensive face-lifts do not merit the added risk. Although this study provides only a small piece of a puzzle, we believe that these intraoperative findings support our continuing experience of a natural and lasting panfacial enhancement achieved using our modified deep-plane face-lift technique.

CONCLUSIONS

The ultimate driver of our specialty, more than any other, is patient satisfaction. Rhytidectomy of any kind has long been associated with a high level of patient approval ratings, which necessitates population surveys of such a large scale so as to render them nearly impossible. Many sur-